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a machine without disk after an upgrade to Debian 9? I'm considering whether to install NixOS on a new Linux machine. I'm
relatively new to the Linux landscape, having only used Linux on Windows previously, as a hobby. The machine will be running
on a 512GB SSD drive, and the machine only has storage space available on the disk. It will be used as an HTPC, and will not
have a secondary hard drive. I'm asking because I'm not entirely sure about the update process. The only reason why I'm asking
is because I've read there is a feature called "cannot update" or something like that that will cause a machine to not be able to be
updated when it comes to this version. I have researched this topic a bit, and as far as I can see, NixOS has a good reputation
and Debian is not officially supported, so it's likely NixOS will be installed on the machine. A: As far as I can tell, your machine
is a good candidate for running NixOS. A machine will be considered "cannot update" if it has a limited hard drive space
available. NixOS can be installed into fairly small disks, so this shouldn't apply to you. It's possible that the installer may have to
reboot after it's installed, to download packages from a local repository, so the disk space may need to be at least 50-100 GB,
but should be MUCH smaller. There are some known bugs with an upgrade from Debian 9 to Debian 10. However, as you are
running NixOS, you can verify the compatibility list here. You can either use the system offline or build the required versions of
package yourself. Q: Python 3.x Maximum recursion depth exceeded I have the following code snippet for solving a palindrome
problem: def ispalindrome(s): if len(s) == 0: return True if s[0
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